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Critical Theory Today
- Lois Tyson 2012-09-10
Critical Theory Today is the essential
introduction to contemporary criticial theory. It
provides clear, simple explanations and concrete
examples of complex concepts, making a wide

variety of commonly used critical theories
accessible to novices without sacrificing any
theoretical rigor or thoroughness. This new
edition provides in-depth coverage of the most
common approaches to literary analysis today:
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feminism, psychoanalysis, Marxism, readerresponse theory, new criticism, structuralism
and semiotics, deconstruction, new historicism,
cultural criticism, lesbian/gay/queer theory,
African American criticism, and postcolonial
criticism. The chapters provide an extended
explanation of each theory, using examples from
everyday life, popular culture, and literary texts;
a list of specific questions critics who use that
theory ask about literary texts; an interpretation
of F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby
through the lens of each theory; a list of
questions for further practice to guide readers in
applying each theory to different literary works;
and a bibliography of primary and secondary
works for further reading.
Letters from an American Farmer - J.
Crevecoeur 2007-02
First published in England in 1782, Crevecoeur's
Letters from an American Farmer was one of the
first works to describe the character of the
average American at the close of the

Revolutionary War. His famous question, ""What,
then, is the American, this new man?"",
summarized the European's interest in and
questioning of the new country of America at a
time when centuries of tradition had just been
overturned and post-colonial Americans were
attempting to describe themselves in a new way.
Through the character of James, the letters
celebrate the land of America, its space and
fertility, and the character of Americans
themselves, their work ethic and spirit of
personal determination. The Letters also look at
the darker side of American life, particularly the
issue of slavery. The discussions of American
identity, participation in war (or not), and the
perception of immigrants and their ethnicity
make this book as relevant to our understanding
of ourselves today as it was in 1782.
American Colonies - Alan Taylor 2002-07-30
A multicultural, multinational history of colonial
America from the Pulitzer Prize-winning author
of The Internal Enemy and American Revolutions
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In the first volume in the Penguin History of the
United States, edited by Eric Foner, Alan Taylor
challenges the traditional story of colonial
history by examining the many cultures that
helped make America, from the native
inhabitants from milennia past, through the
decades of Western colonization and conquest,
and across the entire continent, all the way to
the Pacific coast. Transcending the usual
Anglocentric version of our colonial past, he
recovers the importance of Native American
tribes, African slaves, and the rival empires of
France, Spain, the Netherlands, and even Russia
in the colonization of North America. Moving
beyond the Atlantic seaboard to examine the
entire continent, American Colonies reveals a
pivotal period in the global interaction of
peoples, cultures, plants, animals, and microbes.
In a vivid narrative, Taylor draws upon cuttingedge scholarship to create a timely picture of the
colonial world characterized by an interplay of
freedom and slavery, opportunity and loss.

"Formidable . . . provokes us to contemplate the
ways in which residents of North America have
dealt with diversity." -The New York Times Book
Review
Revolution Against Empire - Justin du Rivage
2017-06-27
A bold transatlantic history of American
independence revealing that 1776 was about far
more than taxation without representation
Revolution Against Empire sets the story of
American independence within a long and fierce
clash over the political and economic future of
the British Empire. Justin du Rivage traces this
decades-long debate, which pitted neighbors and
countrymen against one another, from the War
of Austrian Succession to the end of the
American Revolution. As people from Boston to
Bengal grappled with the growing burdens of
imperial rivalry and fantastically expensive
warfare, some argued that austerity and new
colonial revenue were urgently needed to rescue
Britain from unsustainable taxes and debts.
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Others insisted that Britain ought to treat its
colonies as relative equals and promote their
prosperity. Drawing from archival research in
the United States, Britain, and France, this book
shows how disputes over taxation, public debt,
and inequality sparked the American
Revolution—and reshaped the British Empire.
The American Pageant - Thomas Andrew Bailey
1998
USAs historie indtil 1996
Second Wind - Nathaniel Philbrick 2018-03-06
A charming memoir of midlife by the bestselling
author of Mayflower and In the Hurricane's Eye,
recounting his attempt to recapture a national
sailing championship he'd won at twenty-two.
“There had been something elemental and all
consuming about a Sunfish. Nothing could
compare to the exhilaration of a close race in a
real blow—the wind howling and spray flying as
my Sunfish and I punched through the waves to
the finish.” In the spring of 1992, Nat Philbrick
was in his late thirties, living with his family on

Nantucket, feeling stranded and longing for that
thrill of victory he once felt after winning a
national sailing championship in his youth. Was
it a midlife crisis? It was certainly a watershed
for the journalist-turned-stay-at-home dad, who
impulsively decided to throw his hat into the
ring, or water, again. With the bemused
approval of his wife and children, Philbrick used
the off-season on the island as his solitary
training ground, sailing his tiny Sunfish to its
remotest corners, experiencing the haunting
beauty of its tidal creeks, inlets, and wavebattered sandbars. On ponds, bays, rivers, and
finally at the championship on a lake in the
heartland of America, he sailed through storms
and memories, racing for the prize, but finding
something unexpected about himself instead.
Good Wives, Nasty Wenches, and Anxious
Patriarchs- Kathleen M. Brown 2012-12-01
Kathleen Brown examines the origins of racism
and slavery in British North America from the
perspective of gender. Both a basic social
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relationship and a model for other social
hierarchies, gender helped determine the
construction of racial categories and the
institution of slavery in Virginia. But the rise of
racial slavery also transformed gender relations,
including ideals of masculinity. In response to
the presence of Indians, the shortage of labor,
and the insecurity of social rank, Virginia's
colonial government tried to reinforce its
authority by regulating the labor and sexuality of
English servants and by making legal
distinctions between English and African
women. This practice, along with making slavery
hereditary through the mother, contributed to
the cultural shift whereby women of African
descent assumed from lower-class English
women both the burden of fieldwork and the
stigma of moral corruption. Brown's analysis
extends through Bacon's Rebellion in 1676, an
important juncture in consolidating the colony's
white male public culture, and into the
eighteenth century. She demonstrates that,

despite elite planters' dominance, wives,
children, free people of color, and enslaved men
and women continued to influence the meaning
of race and class in colonial Virginia.
William Cooper's Town - Alan Taylor
2018-11-28
William Cooper and James Fenimore Cooper, a
father and son who embodied the contradictions
that divided America in the early years of the
Republic, are brought to life in this Pulitzer
Prize-winning book. William Cooper rose from
humble origins to become a wealthy land
speculator and U.S. congressman in what had
until lately been the wilderness of upstate New
York, but his high-handed style of governing
resulted in his fall from power and political
disgrace. His son James Fenimore Cooper
became one of this country’s first popular
novelists with a book, The Pioneers, that tried to
come to terms with his father’s failure and
imaginatively reclaim the estate he had lost. In
William Cooper’s Town, Alan Taylor dramatizes
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the class between gentility and democracy that
was one of the principal consequences of the
American Revolution, a struggle that was waged
both at the polls and on the pages of our
national literature. Taylor shows how Americans
resolved their revolution through the creation of
new social reforms and new stories that evolved
with the expansion of our frontier.
History in the Making
- Catherine Locks
2013-04-19
A peer-reviewed open U.S. History Textbook
released under a CC BY SA 3.0 Unported
License.
Thomas Jefferson's Education - Alan Taylor
2019-10-15
From a Pulitzer Prize–winning historian comes a
brilliant, absorbing study of Thomas Jefferson’s
campaign to save Virginia through education. By
turns entertaining and tragic, this beautifully
written history reveals the origins of a great
university in the dilemmas of Virginia slavery. It
offers an incisive portrait of Thomas Jefferson

set against a social fabric of planters in decline,
enslaved black families torn apart by sales, and
a hair-trigger code of male honor. A man of “deft
evasions” who was both courtly and withdrawn,
Jefferson sought control of his family and state
from his lofty perch at Monticello. Never quite
the egalitarian we wish him to be, he advocated
emancipation but shrank from implementing it,
entrusting that reform to the next generation.
Devoted to the education of his granddaughters,
he nevertheless accepted their subordination in
a masculine culture. During the revolution, he
proposed to educate all white children in
Virginia, but later in life he narrowed his goal to
building an elite university. In 1819 Jefferson’s
intensive drive for state support of a new
university succeeded. His intention was a
university to educate the sons of Virginia’s
wealthy planters, lawyers, and merchants, who
might then democratize the state and in time rid
it of slavery. But the university’s students,
having absorbed the traditional vices of the
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Virginia gentry, preferred to practice and defend
them. Opening in 1825, the university nearly
collapsed as unruly students abused one
another, the enslaved servants, and the faculty.
Jefferson’s hopes of developing an enlightened
leadership for the state were disappointed, and
Virginia hardened its commitment to slavery in
the coming years. The university was born with
the flaws of a slave society. Instead, it was
Jefferson’s beloved granddaughters who carried
forward his faith in education by becoming
dedicated teachers of a new generation of
women.
White Trash - Nancy Isenberg 2017-04-04
The New York Times Bestseller, with a new
preface from the author “This estimable book
rides into the summer doldrums like rural
electrification. . . . It deals in the truths that
matter.”—Dwight Garner, The New York Times
“This eye-opening investigation into our
country’s entrenched social hierarchy is acutely
relevant.”—O, The Oprah Magazine “White

Trash will change the way we think about our
past and present.” —T. J. Stiles, Pulitzer Prizewinning author of Custer’s Trials In her
groundbreaking bestselling history of the class
system in America, Nancy Isenberg, co-author of
The Problem of Democracy, takes on our
comforting myths about equality, uncovering the
crucial legacy of the ever-present, always
embarrassing—if occasionally
entertaining—poor white trash. “When you turn
an election into a three-ring circus, there’s
always a chance that the dancing bear will win,”
says Isenberg of the political climate
surrounding Sarah Palin. And we recognize how
right she is today. Yet the voters that put Trump
in the White House have been a permanent part
of our American fabric, argues Isenberg. The
wretched and landless poor have existed from
the time of the earliest British colonial
settlement to today's hillbillies. They were
alternately known as “waste people,” “offals,”
“rubbish,” “lazy lubbers,” and “crackers.” By the
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1850s, the downtrodden included so-called “clay
eaters” and “sandhillers,” known for
prematurely aged children distinguished by their
yellowish skin, ragged clothing, and listless
minds. Surveying political rhetoric and policy,
popular literature and scientific theories over
four hundred years, Isenberg upends
assumptions about America’s supposedly classfree society––where liberty and hard work were
meant to ensure real social mobility. Poor whites
were central to the rise of the Republican Party
in the early nineteenth century, and the Civil
War itself was fought over class issues nearly as
much as it was fought over slavery.
Reconstruction pitted poor white trash against
newly freed slaves, which factored in the rise of
eugenics–-a widely popular movement embraced
by Theodore Roosevelt that targeted poor whites
for sterilization. These poor were at the heart of
New Deal reforms and LBJ’s Great Society; they
haunt us in reality TV shows like Here Comes
Honey Boo Boo and Duck Dynasty. Marginalized

as a class, white trash have always been at or
near the center of major political debates over
the character of the American identity. We
acknowledge racial injustice as an ugly stain on
our nation’s history. With Isenberg’s landmark
book, we will have to face the truth about the
enduring, malevolent nature of class as well.
The American Revolution
- Gordon S. Wood
2002-03-05
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “An elegant
synthesis done by the leading scholar in the
field, which nicely integrates the work on the
American Revolution over the last three decades
but never loses contact with the older, classic
questions that we have been arguing about for
over two hundred years.”—Joseph J. Ellis, author
of Founding Brothers A magnificent account of
the revolution in arms and consciousness that
gave birth to the American republic. When
Abraham Lincoln sought to define the
significance of the United States, he naturally
looked back to the American Revolution. He
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knew that the Revolution not only had legally
created the United States, but also had produced
all of the great hopes and values of the American
people. Our noblest ideals and aspirations-our
commitments to freedom, constitutionalism, the
well-being of ordinary people, and equality-came
out of the Revolutionary era. Lincoln saw as well
that the Revolution had convinced Americans
that they were a special people with a special
destiny to lead the world toward liberty. The
Revolution, in short, gave birth to whatever
sense of nationhood and national purpose
Americans have had. No doubt the story is a
dramatic one: Thirteen insignificant colonies
three thousand miles from the centers of
Western civilization fought off British rule to
become, in fewer than three decades, a huge,
sprawling, rambunctious republic of nearly four
million citizens. But the history of the American
Revolution, like the history of the nation as a
whole, ought not to be viewed simply as a story
of right and wrong from which moral lessons are

to be drawn. It is a complicated and at times
ironic story that needs to be explained and
understood, not blindly celebrated or
condemned. How did this great revolution come
about? What was its character? What were its
consequences? These are the questions this
short history seeks to answer. That it succeeds
in such a profound and enthralling way is a
tribute to Gordon Wood’s mastery of his subject,
and of the historian’s craft.
The Internal Enemy: Slavery and War in
Virginia, 1772-1832 - Alan Taylor 2013-09-09
Drawn from new sources, a Pulitzer Prizewinning historian presents a gripping narrative
that recreates the events that inspired hundreds
of slaves to pressure British admirals into
becoming liberators by using their intimate
knowledge of the countryside to transform the
war.
Power and Liberty- Gordon S. Wood 2021
"This book deals with important issues of
constitutionalism in the American Revolution. It
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ranges from the imperial debate that led to the
Declaration of Independence to the
revolutionary state constitution making in 1776
and the creation of the Federal Constitution in
1787. It includes a discussion of slavery and
constitutionalism, the emergence of the judiciary
as one of the major tripartite institutions of
government, and the demarcation between
public and private that was a consequence of the
government"-Covered with Night: A Story of Murder and
Indigenous Justice in Early America - Nicole
Eustace 2021-04-27
Library Journal • "Books and Authors to Know:
Titles to Watch 2021" An immersive tale of the
killing of a Native American man and its farreaching implications for the definition of justice
from early America to today. On the eve of a
major treaty conference between Iroquois
leaders and European colonists in the distant
summer of 1722, two white fur traders attacked
an Indigenous hunter and left him for dead near

Conestoga, Pennsylvania. Though virtually
forgotten today, this act of brutality set into
motion a remarkable series of criminal
investigations and cross-cultural negotiations
that challenged the definition of justice in early
America. In Covered with Night, leading
historian Nicole Eustace reconstructs the crime
and its aftermath, bringing us into the
overlapping worlds of white colonists and
Indigenous peoples in this formative period. As
she shows, the murder of the Indigenous man
set the entire mid-Atlantic on edge, with many
believing war was imminent. Isolated killings
often flared into colonial wars in North America,
and colonists now anticipated a vengeful
Indigenous uprising. Frantic efforts to resolve
the case ignited a dramatic, far-reaching debate
between Native American forms of
justice—centered on community, forgiveness,
and reparations—and an ideology of harsh
reprisal, unique to the colonies and based on
British law, which called for the killers’ swift
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execution. In charting the far-reaching
ramifications of the murder, Covered with
Night—a phrase from Iroquois mourning
practices—overturns persistent assumptions
about “civilized” Europeans and “savage” Native
Americans. As Eustace powerfully contends, the
colonial obsession with “civility” belied the
reality that the Iroquois, far from being the
barbarians of the white imagination, acted under
a mantle of sophistication and humanity as they
tried to make the land- and power-hungry
colonials understand their ways. In truth,
Eustace reveals, the Iroquois—the Six Nations of
the Haudenosaunee, as they are known
today—saw the killing as an opportunity to forge
stronger bonds with the colonists. They argued
for restorative justice and for reconciliation
between the two sides, even as they mourned
the deceased. An absorbing chronicle built
around an extraordinary group of
characters—from the slain man’s resilient widow
to the Indigenous diplomat known as “Captain

Civility” to the scheming governor of
Pennsylvania—Covered with Night transforms a
single event into an unforgettable portrait of
early America. A necessary work of historical
reclamation, it ultimately revives a lost vision of
crime and punishment that reverberates down
into our own time.
No Useless Mouth- Rachel B. Herrmann
2019-11-15
In the era of the American Revolution, the rituals
of diplomacy between the British, Patriots, and
Native Americans featured gifts of food,
ceremonial feasts, and a shared experience of
hunger. When diplomacy failed, Native
Americans could destroy food stores and cut off
supply chains in order to assert authority. Black
colonists also stole and destroyed food to ward
off hunger and carve out tenuous spaces of
freedom. Hunger was a means of power and a
weapon of war. In No Useless Mouth Rachel B.
Herrmann argues that Native Americans and
formerly enslaved black colonists ultimately lost
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the battle against hunger and the larger struggle
for power because white British and United
States officials curtailed the abilities of men and
women to fight hunger on their own terms. By
describing three interrelated behaviors—food
diplomacy, victual imperialism, and victual
warfare—the book shows that, during this
tumultuous period, hunger prevention efforts
offered strategies to claim power, maintain
communities, and keep rival societies at bay.
Herrmann shows how Native Americans, free
blacks, and enslaved peoples were "useful
mouths"—not mere supplicants for food, without
rights or power—who used hunger for
cooperation and violence, and took steps to
circumvent starvation. Her wide-ranging
research on black Loyalists, Iroquois, Cherokee,
Creek, and Western Confederacy Indians
demonstrates that hunger creation and
prevention were tools of diplomacy and warfare
available to all people involved in the American
Revolution. Placing hunger at the center of these

struggles foregrounds the contingency and
plurality of power in the British Atlantic during
the Revolutionary Era.
War on the Run - John F. Ross 2011-04-26
Often hailed as the godfather of today’s elite
special forces, Robert Rogers trained and led an
unorthodox unit of green provincials, raw
woodsmen, farmers, and Indian scouts on
“impossible” missions in colonial America that
are still the stuff of soldiers’ legend. The child of
marginalized Scots-Irish immigrants, Rogers
learned to survive in New England’s dark and
deadly forests, grasping, as did few others, that
a new world required new forms of warfare. John
F. Ross not only re-creates Rogers’s life and his
spectacular battles with breathtaking immediacy
and meticulous accuracy, but brings a new and
provocative perspective on Rogers’s unique
vision of a unified continent, one that would
influence Thomas Jefferson and inspire the
Lewis and Clark expedition. Rogers’s principles
of unconventional war-making would lay the
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groundwork for the colonial strategy later used
in the War of Independence—and prove so
compelling that army rangers still study them
today. Robert Rogers, a backwoods founding
father, was heroic, admirable, brutal, canny,
ambitious, duplicitous, visionary, and much
more—like America itself.
The Spanish Frontier in North America - David J.
Weber 2009-03-17
Winner of the 1993 Western Heritage Award
given by the National Cowboy Hall of Fame,
here is a definitive history of the Spanish
colonial period in North America. Authoritative
and colorful, the volume focuses on both the
Spaniards' impact on Native Americans and the
effect of North Americans on Spanish settlers.
"Splendid".--New York Times Book Review.
Colonial America - Alan Taylor 2013
In this Very Short Introduction, Alan Taylor
presents the current scholarly understanding of
colonial America to a broader audience. He
focuses on the transatlantic and a

transcontinental perspective, examining the
interplay of Europe, Africa, and the Americas
through the flows of goods, people, plants,
animals, capital, and ideas.
American Colonies - Alan Taylor 2001
An acclaimed historian challenges the traditional
Anglocentric focus of colonial history by
examining the various cultural influences from
which "America" emerged and documenting the
intricate ecological, ethnic, and economic history
of the New World, from the Canadian north to
the Pacific rim.
The Mismeasure of Desire
- David E. Stannard
1993-11-18
For four hundred years--from the first Spanish
assaults against the Arawak people of Hispaniola
in the 1490s to the U.S. Army's massacre of
Sioux Indians at Wounded Knee in the 1890s-the indigenous inhabitants of North and South
America endured an unending firestorm of
violence. During that time the native population
of the Western Hemisphere declined by as many
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as 100 million people. Indeed, as historian David
E. Stannard argues in this stunning new book,
the European and white American destruction of
the native peoples of the Americas was the most
massive act of genocide in the history of the
world. Stannard begins with a portrait of the
enormous richness and diversity of life in the
Americas prior to Columbus's fateful voyage in
1492. He then follows the path of genocide from
the Indies to Mexico and Central and South
America, then north to Florida, Virginia, and
New England, and finally out across the Great
Plains and Southwest to California and the North
Pacific Coast. Stannard reveals that wherever
Europeans or white Americans went, the native
people were caught between imported plagues
and barbarous atrocities, typically resulting in
the annihilation of 95 percent of their
populations. What kind of people, he asks, do
such horrendous things to others? His highly
provocative answer: Christians. Digging deeply
into ancient European and Christian attitudes

toward sex, race, and war, he finds the cultural
ground well prepared by the end of the Middle
Ages for the centuries-long genocide campaign
that Europeans and their descendants launched-and in places continue to wage--against the New
World's original inhabitants. Advancing a thesis
that is sure to create much controversy,
Stannard contends that the perpetrators of the
American Holocaust drew on the same
ideological wellspring as did the later architects
of the Nazi Holocaust. It is an ideology that
remains dangerously alive today, he adds, and
one that in recent years has surfaced in
American justifications for large-scale military
intervention in Southeast Asia and the Middle
East. At once sweeping in scope and
meticulously detailed, American Holocaust is a
work of impassioned scholarship that is certain
to ignite intense historical and moral debate.
Strengthening Forensic Science in the
United States - National Research Council
2009-07-29
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Scores of talented and dedicated people serve
the forensic science community, performing
vitally important work. However, they are often
constrained by lack of adequate resources,
sound policies, and national support. It is clear
that change and advancements, both systematic
and scientific, are needed in a number of
forensic science disciplines to ensure the
reliability of work, establish enforceable
standards, and promote best practices with
consistent application. Strengthening Forensic
Science in the United States: A Path Forward
provides a detailed plan for addressing these
needs and suggests the creation of a new
government entity, the National Institute of
Forensic Science, to establish and enforce
standards within the forensic science
community. The benefits of improving and
regulating the forensic science disciplines are
clear: assisting law enforcement officials,
enhancing homeland security, and reducing the
risk of wrongful conviction and exoneration.

Strengthening Forensic Science in the United
States gives a full account of what is needed to
advance the forensic science disciplines,
including upgrading of systems and
organizational structures, better training,
widespread adoption of uniform and enforceable
best practices, and mandatory certification and
accreditation programs. While this book
provides an essential call-to-action for congress
and policy makers, it also serves as a vital tool
for law enforcement agencies, criminal
prosecutors and attorneys, and forensic science
educators.
American Republics: A Continental History
of the United States, 1783-1850 - Alan Taylor
2021-05-18
Winner of the 2022 New-York Historical Society
Book Prize in American History A Washington
Post and BookPage Best Nonfiction Book of the
Year From a Pulitzer Prize–winning historian,
the powerful story of a fragile nation as it
expands across a contested continent. In this
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beautifully written history of America’s
formative period, a preeminent historian upends
the traditional story of a young nation
confidently marching to its continent-spanning
destiny. The newly constituted United States
actually emerged as a fragile, internally divided
union of states contending still with European
empires and other independent republics on the
North American continent. Native peoples
sought to defend their homelands from the flood
of American settlers through strategic alliances
with the other continental powers. The system of
American slavery grew increasingly powerful
and expansive, its vigorous internal trade in
Black Americans separating parents and
children, husbands and wives. Bitter party
divisions pitted elites favoring strong
government against those, like Andrew Jackson,
espousing a democratic populism for white men.
Violence was both routine and organized: the
United States invaded Canada, Florida, Texas,
and much of Mexico, and forcibly removed most

of the Native peoples living east of the
Mississippi. At the end of the period the United
States, its conquered territory reaching the
Pacific, remained internally divided, with
sectional animosities over slavery growing more
intense. Taylor’s elegant history of this
tumultuous period offers indelible miniatures of
key characters from Frederick Douglass and
Sojourner Truth to Elizabeth Cady Stanton and
Margaret Fuller. It captures the high-stakes
political drama as Jackson and Adams, Clay,
Calhoun, and Webster contend over slavery, the
economy, Indian removal, and national
expansion. A ground-level account of American
industrialization conveys the everyday lives of
factory workers and immigrant families. And the
immersive narrative puts us on the streets of
Port-au-Prince, Mexico City, Quebec, and the
Cherokee capital, New Echota. Absorbing and
chilling, American Republics illuminates the
continuities between our own social and political
divisions and the events of this formative period.
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The Penguin History of the United States of
America - Hugh Brogan 2001-03-29
This new edition of Brogan's superb one-volume
history - from early British colonisation to the
Reagan years - captures an array of dynamic
personalities and events. In a broad sweep of
America's triumphant progress. Brogan explores
the period leading to Independence from both
the American and the British points of view,
touching on permanent features of 'the
American character' - both the good and the bad.
He provides a masterly synthesis of all the latest
research illustrating America's rapid growth
from humble beginnings to global dominance.
A Nation Without Borders - Steven Hahn
2017-12-05
A Pulitzer Prize–winning historian’s
"breathtakingly original" (Junot Diaz)
reinterpretation of the eight decades
surrounding the Civil War. "Capatious [and]
buzzing with ideas." --The Boston Globe Volume
3 in the Penguin History of the United States,

edited by Eric Foner In this ambitious story of
American imperial conquest and capitalist
development, Pulitzer Prize–winning historian
Steven Hahn takes on the conventional histories
of the nineteenth century and offers a
perspective that promises to be as enduring as it
is controversial. It begins and ends in Mexico
and, throughout, is internationalist in
orientation. It challenges the political narrative
of “sectionalism,” emphasizing the national
footing of slavery and the struggle between the
northeast and Mississippi Valley for continental
supremacy. It places the Civil War in the context
of many domestic rebellions against state
authority, including those of Native Americans.
It fully incorporates the trans-Mississippi west,
suggesting the importance of the Pacific to the
imperial vision of political leaders and of the
west as a proving ground for later imperial
projects overseas. It reconfigures the history of
capitalism, insisting on the centrality of state
formation and slave emancipation to its
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consolidation. And it identifies a sweeping era of
“reconstructions” in the late-nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries that simultaneously
laid the foundations for corporate liberalism and
social democracy. The era from 1830 to 1910
witnessed massive transformations in how
people lived, worked, thought about themselves,
and struggled to thrive. It also witnessed the
birth of economic and political institutions that
still shape our world. From an agricultural
society with a weak central government, the
United States became an urban and industrial
society in which government assumed a greater
and greater role in the framing of social and
economic life. As the book ends, the United
States, now a global economic and political
power, encounters massive warfare between
imperial powers in Europe and a massive
revolution on its southern border―the
remarkable Mexican Revolution―which together
brought the nineteenth century to a close while
marking the important themes of the twentieth.

How to Hide an Empire - Daniel Immerwahr
2019-02-19
Named one of the ten best books of the year by
the Chicago Tribune A Publishers Weekly best
book of 2019 | A 2019 NPR Staff Pick A
pathbreaking history of the United States’
overseas possessions and the true meaning of its
empire We are familiar with maps that outline
all fifty states. And we are also familiar with the
idea that the United States is an “empire,”
exercising power around the world. But what
about the actual territories—the islands, atolls,
and archipelagos—this country has governed
and inhabited? In How to Hide an Empire,
Daniel Immerwahr tells the fascinating story of
the United States outside the United States. In
crackling, fast-paced prose, he reveals forgotten
episodes that cast American history in a new
light. We travel to the Guano Islands, where
prospectors collected one of the nineteenth
century’s most valuable commodities, and the
Philippines, site of the most destructive event on
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U.S. soil. In Puerto Rico, Immerwahr shows how
U.S. doctors conducted grisly experiments they
would never have conducted on the mainland
and charts the emergence of independence
fighters who would shoot up the U.S. Congress.
In the years after World War II, Immerwahr
notes, the United States moved away from
colonialism. Instead, it put innovations in
electronics, transportation, and culture to use,
devising a new sort of influence that did not
require the control of colonies. Rich with
absorbing vignettes, full of surprises, and driven
by an original conception of what empire and
globalization mean today, How to Hide an
Empire is a major and compulsively readable
work of history.
American Colonies - Alan Taylor 2002-07-30
A multicultural, multinational history of colonial
America from the Pulitzer Prize-winning author
of The Internal Enemy and American Revolutions
In the first volume in the Penguin History of the
United States, edited by Eric Foner, Alan Taylor

challenges the traditional story of colonial
history by examining the many cultures that
helped make America, from the native
inhabitants from milennia past, through the
decades of Western colonization and conquest,
and across the entire continent, all the way to
the Pacific coast. Transcending the usual
Anglocentric version of our colonial past, he
recovers the importance of Native American
tribes, African slaves, and the rival empires of
France, Spain, the Netherlands, and even Russia
in the colonization of North America. Moving
beyond the Atlantic seaboard to examine the
entire continent, American Colonies reveals a
pivotal period in the global interaction of
peoples, cultures, plants, animals, and microbes.
In a vivid narrative, Taylor draws upon cuttingedge scholarship to create a timely picture of the
colonial world characterized by an interplay of
freedom and slavery, opportunity and loss.
"Formidable . . . provokes us to contemplate the
ways in which residents of North America have
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dealt with diversity." -The New York Times Book
Review
The Civil War of 1812 - Alan Taylor
2011-10-04
In the early nineteenth century, Britons and
Americans renewed their struggle over the
legacy of the American Revolution, leading to a
second confrontation that redefined North
America. Pulitzer Prize-winning historian Alan
Taylor’s vivid narrative tells the riveting story of
the soldiers, immigrants, settlers, and Indians
who fought to determine the fate of a continent.
Would revolutionary republicanism sweep the
British from Canada? Or would the British
contain, divide, and ruin the shaky republic? In a
world of double identities, slippery allegiances,
and porous boundaries, the leaders of the
republic and of the empire struggled to control
their own diverse peoples. The border divided
Americans—former Loyalists and Patriots—who
fought on both sides in the new war, as did
native peoples defending their homelands. And

dissident Americans flirted with secession while
aiding the British as smugglers and spies.
During the war, both sides struggled to sustain
armies in a northern land of immense forests,
vast lakes, and stark seasonal swings in the
weather. After fighting each other to a standstill,
the Americans and the British concluded that
they could safely share the continent along a
border that favored the United States at the
expense of Canadians and Indians. Moving
beyond national histories to examine the lives of
common men and women, The Civil War of 1812
reveals an often brutal (sometimes comic) war
and illuminates the tangled origins of the United
States and Canada. Moving beyond national
histories to examine the lives of common men
and women, The Civil War of 1812 reveals an
often brutal (sometimes comic) war and
illuminates the tangled origins of the United
States and Canada.
West of the Revolution: An Uncommon History of
1776 - Claudio Saunt 2014-06-16
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This panoramic account of 1776 chronicles the
other revolutions unfolding that year across
North America, far beyond the British colonies.
In this unique history of 1776, Claudio Saunt
looks beyond the familiar story of the thirteen
colonies to explore the many other revolutions
roiling the turbulent American continent. In that
fateful year, the Spanish landed in San
Francisco, the Russians pushed into Alaska to
hunt valuable sea otters, and the Sioux
discovered the Black Hills. Hailed by critics for
challenging our conventional view of the birth of
America, West of the Revolution “[coaxes] our
vision away from the Atlantic seaboard” and
“exposes a continent seething with peoples and
purposes beyond Minutemen and Redcoats”
(Wall Street Journal).
Before the Revolution
- Daniel K. Richter
2013-05-03
America began, we are often told, with the
Founding Fathers, the men who waged a
revolution and created a unique place called the

United States. We may acknowledge the early
Jamestown and Puritan colonists and mourn the
dispossession of Native Americans, but we rarely
grapple with the complexity of the nation's prerevolutionary past. In this pathbreaking revision,
Daniel Richter shows that the United States has
a much deeper history than is apparentÑthat far
from beginning with a clean slate, it is a nation
with multiple pasts that stretch back as far as
the Middle Ages, pasts whose legacies continue
to shape the present. Exploring a vast range of
original sources, Before the Revolution spans
more than seven centuries and ranges across
North America, Europe, and Africa. Richter
recovers the lives of a stunning array of
peoplesÑIndians, Spaniards, French, Dutch,
Africans, EnglishÑas they struggled with one
another and with their own people for control of
land and resources. Their struggles occurred in
a global context and built upon the remains of
what came before. Gradually and unpredictably,
distinctive patterns of North American culture
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took shape on a continent where no one yet
imagined there would be nations called the
United States, Canada, or Mexico. By seeing
these trajectories on their own dynamic terms,
rather than merely as a prelude to
independence, Richter's epic vision reveals the
deepest origins of American history.
Away Off Shore - Nathaniel Philbrick
2011-04-26
A book about a tiny island with a huge history,
from the New York Times bestselling author of
Valiant Ambition and In the Hurricane's Eye.
“For everyone who loves Nantucket Island this is
the indispensable book.” —Russell Baker In his
first book of history, Nathaniel Philbrick reveals
the people and the stories behind what was once
the whaling capital of the world. Beyond its
charm, quaint local traditions, and whaling
yarns, Philbrick explores the origins of
Nantucket in this comprehensive history. From
the English settlers who thought they were
purchasing a “Native American ghost town” but

actually found a fully realized society, through
the rise and fall of the then thriving whaling
industry, the story of Nantucket is a truly unique
chapter of American history.
Colonial America - Richard Middleton
2011-03-21
Colonial America: A History to 1763, 4th Edition
provides updated and revised coverage of the
background, founding, and development of the
thirteen English North American colonies. Fully
revised and expanded fourth edition, with
updated bibliography Includes new coverage of
the simultaneous development of French,
Spanish, and Dutch colonies in North America,
and extensively re-written and updated chapters
on families and women Features enhanced
coverage of the English colony of Barbados and
trans-Atlantic influences on colonial
development Provides a greater focus on the
perspectives of Native Americans and their
influences in shaping the development of the
colonies
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Scars of Independence
- Holger Hoock 2017
Tory hunting -- Britain's dilemma -- Rubicon -Plundering protectors -- Violated bodies -Slaughterhouses -- Black holes -- Skiver them! -Town-destroyer -- Americanizing the war -- Man
for man -- Returning losers
Hoosiers and the American Story - Madison,
James H. 2014-10-01
A supplemental textbook for middle and high
school students, Hoosiers and the American
Story provides intimate views of individuals and
places in Indiana set within themes from
American history. During the frontier days when
Americans battled with and exiled native peoples
from the East, Indiana was on the leading edge
of America’s westward expansion. As waves of
immigrants swept across the Appalachians and
eastern waterways, Indiana became established
as both a crossroads and as a vital part of
Middle America. Indiana’s stories illuminate the
history of American agriculture, wars,
industrialization, ethnic conflicts, technological

improvements, political battles, transportation
networks, economic shifts, social welfare
initiatives, and more. In so doing, they elucidate
large national issues so that students can relate
personally to the ideas and events that comprise
American history. At the same time, the stories
shed light on what it means to be a Hoosier,
today and in the past.
Major Problems in American Colonial
History - Karen Ordahl Kupperman 2013
Designed to encourage critical thinking about
history, the MAJOR PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN
HISTORY series introduces readers to both
primary sources and analytical essays on
important topics in American history. The
collection of essays and documents in MAJOR
PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN COLONIAL
HISTORY introduces readers to American
colonial history and, in this third edition,
presents a radically new vision of the subject in
accordance with developments in the way the
subject is currently taught. Most importantly,
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this new edition takes a more continental and
thematic approach. Each chapter contains an
introduction, headnotes, and suggestions for
further reading.
Colonial North America and the Atlantic
World - Brett Rushforth 2016-06-03
A comprehensive collection of primary
documents for students of early American and
Atlantic history, Colonial North America and the
Atlantic World gives voice to the men and
women¿Amerindian, African, and European¿who
together forged a new world.These compelling
narratives address the major themes of early
modern colonialism from the perspective of the
people who lived at the time: Spanish priests
and English farmers, Indian diplomats and Dutch
governors, French explorers and African
abolitionists. Evoking the remarkable complexity
created by the bridging of the Atlantic Ocean,
Colonial North America and the Atlantic World
suggests that the challenges of
globalization¿and the growing reality of

American diversity¿are among the most
important legacies of the colonial world.
The Divided Ground - Alan Taylor 2007-12-18
From the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of
William Cooper's Town comes a dramatic and
illuminating portrait of white and Native
American relations in the aftermath of the
American Revolution. The Divided Ground tells
the story of two friends, a Mohawk Indian and
the son of a colonial clergyman, whose
relationship helped redefine North America. As
one served American expansion by promoting
Indian dispossession and religious conversion,
and the other struggled to defend and
strengthen Indian territories, the two friends
became bitter enemies. Their battle over control
of the Indian borderland, that divided ground
between the British Empire and the nascent
United States, would come to define nationhood
in North America. Taylor tells a fascinating story
of the far-reaching effects of the American
Revolution and the struggle of American Indians
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to preserve a land of their own.
American Revolutions: A Continental
History, 1750-1804 - Alan Taylor 2016-09-06
“Excellent . . . deserves high praise. Mr. Taylor
conveys this sprawling continental history with
economy, clarity, and vividness.”—Brendan
Simms, Wall Street Journal The American
Revolution is often portrayed as a high-minded,
orderly event whose capstone, the Constitution,
provided the nation its democratic framework.
Alan Taylor, a two-time Pulitzer Prize winner,
gives us a different creation story in this
magisterial history. The American Revolution
builds like a ground fire overspreading Britain’s
colonies, fueled by local conditions and resistant
to control. Emerging from the continental
rivalries of European empires and their native
allies, the revolution pivoted on western
expansion as well as seaboard resistance to
British taxes. When war erupted, Patriot crowds
harassed Loyalists and nonpartisans into
compliance with their cause. The war exploded

in set battles like Saratoga and Yorktown and
spread through continuing frontier violence. The
discord smoldering within the fragile new nation
called forth a movement to concentrate power
through a Federal Constitution. Assuming the
mantle of “We the People,” the advocates of
national power ratified the new frame of
government. But it was Jefferson’s expansive
“empire of liberty” that carried the revolution
forward, propelling white settlement and slavery
west, preparing the ground for a new
conflagration.
The war of the American Revolution - Robert
W. Coakley 1975
First Generations - Carol Berkin 1997-07-01
Indian, European, and African women of
seventeenth and eighteenth-century America
were defenders of their native land, pioneers on
the frontier, willing immigrants, and courageous
slaves. They were also - as traditional
scholarship tends to omit - as important as men
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in shaping American culture and history. This
remarkable work is a gripping portrait that gives

early-American women their proper place in
history.
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